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Nicol's error gives Crystal Palace extra-time triumph 
Crystal Palace 2 Liverpool 1(after extra time). A NEWCOMER and an old hand 
provided Crystal Palace with a quarter-final Coca-Cola Cup tie at home to Chelsea 
by undoing Liverpool in a compelling fourth round replay at Selhurst Park last 
night. An early goal from Grant Watts and a second from Andy Thorn, in extra 
time, presented an inexperienced Palace side with an unlikely and creditable 
victory.  
Palace's clever tactics invited Liverpool to attack them. But the Merseysiders were 
never permitted to get behind a resolute defence and Palace delighted in 
confounding Graham Souness's side with speedy counter-attacks.  
As Steve Coppell, the Palace manager, said: ``We were lightweight and 
inexperienced but very well organised and defensively superb.''  
His team took the lead in the fourteenth minute. It was no surprise that the goal 
came from their repertoire of polished set pieces. Thorn flipped on Simon 
Rodger's corner and Watts, unmarked, completed the move by heading past 
Hooper. Liverpool lodged a protest that even they must have known was futile.  
Only wearing a Palace shirt because Chris Armstrong is cup-tied, Watts, 18, 
started a senior game for the first time. He should thank Southgate, whose 
industry shone throughout, for the brightest of beginnings. Southgate's right wing 
cross in the thirteenth minute was met by the boot of Steve Nicol and the Palace 
defender's attempted clearance almost resulted in a spectacular, and 
embarrassing, own goal.  
Such a let-off promoted panic in the Liverpool ranks to the point where chaos 
continued to reign, leaving Watts unmarked as Rodgers' corner swung in.  
Twelve minutes' later Marsh was swinging his boot at a penalty which sent 
Martyn the wrong way to put Liverpool level. The kick was awarded when a 
linesman spotted Thorn fouling Stewart after Redknapp's free kick, but it was a 
decision which mystified Palace followers.  
Palace were happy to acknowledged a let-off when a Walters volley struck the 
bar. The legacy of the earlier tie was a niggly undercurrent and Stewart was 
booked for a foul on Young. Shaw received a yellow card after an illegal tackle on 
Walters and Souness was taken to task for touchline coaching.  
Extra time had arrived before Palace's persistence paid off, in the hundredth 
minute. The unfortunate Nicol attempted to clear McGoldrick's innocuous-looking 
through-ball but, again miscuing, instead hoisted it over Hooper who had raced 
off his line. The ball fell to Thorn, who headed into an unguarded net.  
CRYSTAL PALACE:N Martyn; J Humphrey, R Shaw, G Southgate, E Young, A Thorn, 
S Osborn, R Bowry, S Rodger, G Watts (sub: G Ndah; sub: L Sinnott), E McGoldrick.  
LIVERPOOL: M Hooper; M Marsh, R Jones (sub: N Tanner), S Nicol, T Piechnik, P 
Stewart, S McManaman (sub: R Rosenthal), J Redknapp, I Rush, J Barnes, M 
Walters.  
Referee: P Foakes.  
 

 
Thorn finds a bit extra 
LIVERPOOL may well go to their graves with Crystal Palace written on their hearts. 
Last night a Palace team apparently weakened beyond the point of all reasonable 
expectation still managed to remove Graeme Souness's side from the Coca-Cola 
Cup in a bizarre fourth-round replay at Selhurst Park.  
When Crystal Palace put out a side deprived, through injury or ineligibility, of all 
its regular forwards, there seemed few ways that Liverpool could lose. Yet Palace 
turned the evening into a youth opportunities scheme, took an early lead, lost it 
through an obscure penalty decision, survived two shots that hit the bar, and 
eventually won the tie with the strangest of goals in extra-time.  
Liverpool had seen it all before. They must have come to south London half-
suspecting they had already sown the seeds of their own destruction, even 
without their manager's uncharitable grumbles about the opposition's physical 
approach to the first game. Palace are making a habit of discovering the 
touchstone of a revival in a heavy defeat at Anfield, and last night's triumph 
followed the pattern of 1990.  
Then Palace reached Wembley by overcoming Liverpool in the FA Cup semi-finals, 
having been crushed 90 at Anfield earlier in the season. This time they had forced 
a Coca-Cola Cup replay by drawing 11 at Liverpool after losing 50 there three days 
earlier, and Souness's side had only been saved on that occasion by a dodgy 
penalty.  
The collective Palace first-team experience of Bowry, Watts, Rodger and Ndah, a 
17-year-old substitute, did not reach 10 games. Not so long ago these players 
were Coca-Cola customers rather than Coca-Cola heroes.  
McGoldrick played as a sweeper in a five-man defence and the 18-year-old Watts 
was left upfield as Palace massed behind the ball and awaited chances to catch 
Liverpool on the break. From the start Liverpool's defence, deprived of Wright by 
flu, looked susceptible to accurate crosses, especially when Young added his 
power in the air at free-kicks and corners.  
A corner on the right produced the opening goal after 14 minutes. Thorn headed 
on Rodger's kick, Watts nodded it firmly towards goal and although Jones was 
guarding the line he was unable to stop the ball crossing it.  
The equaliser was a mystery. When the referee, Peter Foakes, stopped play in the 
25th minute after Stewart had failed to reach a free-kick from Redknapp, few 
suspected that a penalty was in the offing, but later Thorn admitted pushing the 
Liverpool player. Marsh was the beneficiary.  
Two minutes later Jones's centre dropped over the head of Osborn to Walters, 
whose first-time shot hit the bar. A slip by Young, whose authority in the Palace 
defence was otherwise excellent, might have given Liverpool the lead by half-time 
but Martyn was just able to turn Walters's shot around a post.  
Palace came out for the second half more confident and better able to get 
forward to support Watts. An action replay of their first goal - corner from 
Rodger, headers by Thorn and Watts, block on the line by Jones - failed to 
convince the linesman and as Martyn kept out successive scoring attempts by 
Rosenthal and Walters, you felt that Liverpool's patience would eventually wear 
down Palace's youthful exuberance.  
In fact, the long lob that Osborn put just wide of an empty net, after Hooper had 
raced beyond his penalty area to head the ball clear, proved the more accurate 
portent. In the 11th minute of extra-time McGoldrick drove the ball towards goal 
and Nicol, stretching to make an interception, merely diverted it back past Hooper 
in a high arc. Thorn led the charge to accept this unexpected gift and touched 
Palace back in front.  
Four minutes later Redknapp ran on to Rush's pass and produced a superb shot 
that dipped over Martyn only to clip the bar on its way into the crowd. Liverpool 
never again came so close to saving the tie.  
Crystal Palace: Martyn; Humphrey, Shaw, Southgate, Young, Thorn, Osborn, 
Bowry, Rodger, Watts (Ndah, 92min), McGoldrick.  
Liverpool: Hooper; Marsh, Jones (Tanner, 109), Nicol, Piechnik, Stewart, 
McManaman (Rosenthal, 53), Redknapp, Rush, Barnes, Walters.  
Referee: P Foakes (Clacton). 
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BRITISH SOCCER WEEK 
Thorn punctures Liverpool hopes 
Andy Thorn pounced on an extra-time miskick by Liverpool captain Steve Nicol to 
earn relegation strugglers Crystal Palace a home Coca-Cola Cup quarter-final 
against Chelsea.  
 
The second leg of London's replay double win over Merseyside was an amazing 
tactical triumph for manager Steve Coppell, who had 13 players on the injury list, 
yet pulled out a plum in teenager Grant Watts. The 19-year-old YTS trainee 
switched on an electrifying debut and headed Palace ahead after 15 minutes.  
 
Though they were pegged back by a penalty decision by Clacton referee Peter 
Foakes, that left everyone all at sea, they bravely kept plugging away.  
 
And when Nicol sliced his attempted clearance of a John Humphrey cross high 
into his own penalty area, defender Thorn won the race to head past a hesitant 
Mike Hooper.  
 
It was the first goal of the season for the former Wimbledon defender, who 
wrestled an FA Cup Winners' medal from Liverpool in the 1988 final. He was also 
on the winning Palace side in the famous 1990 semi-final win over the Reds at 
Villa Park.  
 
But they still had to survive a cracking half-volley against the bar from Jamie 
Redknapp before completing the defeat of the four-times winners.  
 
Without a recognised striker, Coppell was expected to gamble on the versatile 
Eddie McGoldrick at centre-forward. Instead he asked him to play as sweeper, a 
role he performed majestically. Up front, he teamed Croydon born striker Watts, 
who had scored eight goals for the reserves with Simon Rodger, recalled after 
damaging knee ligaments in the first game of the season.  
 
The gamble quickly paid off when Watts opened his senior account. Nicol, moved 
to centre-half to cover for sick Liverpool captain Mark Wright, had almost driven a 
clearance under his own crossbar and from Rodger's corner, Andy Thorn flicked 
on into the middle and Watts scored with a downward header - despite Liverpool 
claims that Hooper stopped the ball on the line.  
 
He thought he had got a second from an identical move in the 51st minute, but 
this time Rob Jones was well positioned on the line and turned his header against 
the underside of the crossbar. 
By then they had pulled level with a hotly-disputed 26th minute penalty. Few in 
the crowd saw a clear fowl, but the linesman flagged the moment Paul Stewart 
went down as a melee converged on Redknapp's low cross from the right.  
 
Foakes pointed to the spot, for Mike Marsh to convert confidently, the full-back's 
fourth goal in seven matches.  
 
Mark Walters, starting after Sunday's double against Blackburn, volleyed against 
the bar and Nigel Martyn saved raggedly from the one-time England winger as 
Liverpool began to dominate. 
But Palace regained their composure and held them off in the second half with 
only a 79th minute scare, when Martyn spilled a low shot from substitute Ronnie 
Rosenthal, but recovered to block Walters' follow-up.  
 
Palace had their chance to avoid extra-time three minutes later when Southgate 
headed over at the far post from Rodgers' cross.  
 
Thorn did not miss in extra-time and though it took a desperate rearguard to hold 
on to their advantage, but Palace did it to win against the odds. Coppell said: 
"Defensively, each and every player more than earned his money tonight, in an 
age of cut-backs! After the first 15 minutes, I felt we had a chance. The attitude 
was right, we seemed to understand what we were doing. The feeling we could 
win just grew. It's a night for us all to enjoy after all the stuff we've suffered this 
year."  
 
Thorn was completing a hat-trick of cup upsets over Liverpool, following 
Wimbledon's 1988 final triumph and Palace's famous 4-3 semi-final win at Villa 
Park. He said: "I've got a good personal record against them but it was the 
youngsters who deserved the praise. We were a bit lightweight but everyone did 
the job they were asked to."  
 
Palace's 1-1 draw at Anfield in the first game earned fierce criticism from 
Liverpool manager Graeme Souness. But Souness reserved his anger this time for 
his own players, accusing them of 'pretty football'. He said: "We had the majority 
of possession but you've got to turn that into goals and we didn't. What we're 
doing is having lots of possession with pretty football but not hurting teams." 
 


